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DIY Haute Inspired Bracelet

Materials Needed
Brooch       Pearls 10mm - 8mm - 6mm Clasp 3 or 5 strand

Rhinestone Rhondelles and/or Rhinestone Spacer Beads 10mm & 8mm
Beading Wire Crimp Beads Cutter Crimper Tool or Needle Nose Pliers

Step 1
Inspect your brooch. Look for spots around the perimeter in which you can easily thread your beading wire. Check
the pin on the back. You can remove it but be sure to file any rough edges smooth. (I left mine intact)
Step 2
Cut 10 strands of the beading wire in 8 inch pieces (or longer if your prefer). Put a strand of the wire through a
spot on the side of the brooch, slide a crimp bead on the wire and loop the short end of the wire back through the
crimp bead. Gently squeeze shut and cut off excess wire. Repeat on the opposite side of the brooch directly across
from this strand – now you have your center strands in place.
Step 3
Thread 10mm pearls, rhinestone rhondelles/spacer beads in the pattern of your choice. Place on wrist and check
sizing according to how snug you want it to fit. When you are happy with pattern and length, attach the center
strand to the center ring on your clasp using a crimp bead. Trim excess wire. (I could not find a 5 strand clasp I
liked, so I used a 3 strand and attached the outer 2 strands on each side to the outermost loops on the clasp)
Step 4
Attach strands 2 and 3 above and below the center strand with a crimp bead. Thread with 8mm pearls and
rhinestone rhondelles/spacer beads in desired pattern. You may have to add smaller 6mm pearls to end of strand
to make it reach the clasp evenly. Attach strands to clasp with crimp bead and trim excess wire. Attach strands 4
and 5 to brooch and string with 6mm pearls. Attach to clasp and trim wire.

Half your bracelet is now finished! Repeat steps 3 and 4 on the other side of the brooch to complete!
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